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The known crystal structure provides

the foundation of the general shape of

the scattering object.   Only the

relative positions in solution of the 3

major subunits (CA, NC, and MA) is in

question, allowing an iterative process

which probes a severely restricted

configuration space for the best fit to

the data.

DANSE Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)

 Paul Butler, NIST/University of Tennessee, DMR-0412074

SANS is an extremely useful tool for structural determination because of its ability to

quantitatively interpret structures in a variety of systems.  This ability however is

limited to very simple relatively monodisperse shapes at low concentrations and

simple types of interactions due to the shear complexity of extracting information

from anything else.

Extracting structure from more complex systems of interest in modern materials and

biology is beyond the capability of current generally available tools or the individual

investigator to handle. Using coarse graining of known high resolution structures

and simulation of scattering from arbitrarily drawn shapes, provides one

mechanism for extracting information from scattering data from such materials.

DANSE will provide the necessary framework and tools to allow the typical NSF

funded investigator to access the technique and quantitatively answer today’s complex

nanoscale structural questions.

.
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DANSE Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)

 Paul Butler, NIST/University of Tennessee, DMR-0412074

The SANS community is broad and diverse
with a large fraction of non “professionals”
using the technique.  Steps taken to
accommodate the diverse needs

Survey:

• http://danse.cacr.caltech.edu/polls/

• Discussions with users at NIST

• Email Consultation with international experts

Design Consideration:

• Intelligent defaults and help for novices

• Planning tools appropriate for demos

• Beta testing planned with regular users

• Summer undergraduates planned to alpha and
beta test software for usability and ease of
use.

Picture: Top to Bottom Atiq Chowdhuri (Summer Undergraduate 2005), Gary

Lynn (ORNL), Divya Singh (Graduate Student), and Veronica Rodriguez

(Summer Undergraduate 2005) working on SANS projects with Lionel Porcar

and Paul Butler at NIST.  Gary, a collaborator on the project, is learning about

what the students have been doing over the summer.

The software being developed will need to provide real-time feedback to new

users and students with little physics background acting as a live, on the fly

course in applied neutron scattering.


